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ABSTRACT
By structuTing the manner group members usp to reaCh.-

a decisi:on, managers can affect the processes and outcomes.Ot
decision making. Business'administration. undergraduates (N=78) were
randomly assigned to three groups and told to make .group decisions
based on the process their manager selected, i.e.+, they-were either

'to seek concurrence, debate opposing views, or express their own
views:as Ihey made their decisions; During discussion, managers acted

.as observers ratfhvquality of the decision, acceptance of it, and
interpersonal.attitUdes. Participants also rated the decisions and
the.group interrelationShips. Analyses of results indicated.that
participants in the controversy condition were uncertain about both.
their knowledge and the decisiop, but explored the problem in.depth4
Participants in the concurrence seeking condition felt confident
about their understanding and the decision, thoup they did not

..explore'the pnoblem fully. They tndicated.they liked each other and
felt their relationship was.cooperative. Participants in the

-consensus condition were more confident about their understanding and
decision but did not actually explore the problem as-thoroughly as, .,

participants in the controi/ersy c6ndition.'The findings,suggest that
controveriTy.generates the greatest problem exPlOration.
(Author/JAC)
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MANAGERIAL DECISON MAKING:

THE EFFECTS OF STRUdlyRING CONTROVERSY AND CONSENSUS

, . A

Abstract .

-bian4gers can,.by structuring the manner group,members use to reach a

deeision, affect the.prOcesses and outcomesof decision making. Seventy-

eight busiaees administration undergradmates were told to seek coikcurrence,'

debate 9pposing views, or express their own viewssas they made a decision

about a promotion. Partipfpants in the controversy condition were.uncertain

about their knowledge and the decisionand exploredwthe problem in depth.

Participants in the concurrence seeking cudition felt eonfident-:about t4eir

.
understanding and the decision, ihough Chey did not explore the problem

fully. .7"hey indicaied they liked eaCh other did felt.tfieir relatitnship.

wascooperative. Coneensus decision making had'eftects_distinct from con-

tkoveray. participafits in this condition were more confident about their

understanding aad deeision but actually did not explore the problem as thb-
-a xi
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roughly a,aparticipanta in the controversy condition.
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1, 'MANAC1.R1AL'DECISION MAKING:

THE EFFECTS OF STRUCTURING CONTROVERSY AND CONSENSUS

-Managers must make decisions about' how decisions are to be made.

Recent effoitis have outlined models to lielp managers decide'who should be

involved in making the decision and .yoy_ decision should be made (Vroom

& Yetton, 1973; Field, 1981; Stumpf, Zand & Freedman,.1979). Largely un-

.

specified in these considerations is the method and approaetl the manager,.

should tncourage the decision makers to use. Vroom and Yettqn,.for example,

suggest that in certain situations.managers should have the group as a

whole make the decision, but they provide littleguldance concerning how

managers are to encourage these groups to make the decision. This study

empirically examines tile effects of a manager's structuring a grOtlp to '

seek concurrence Xagreement), express own views-fully to reach a decision

all can aupport (consensus)t or defenci opposing opiniohs (controversy) on

the extent that ,(a) group members are uncertain about the problem, (b)

explore the probleM, (c) make 4 high quality decision that is accepted, and.

(d) develop,favorablointerpersonal attitudes.

it if

There ip some evidence thi____!tessmap.s will,tend to,be conforming and

siifle exploration and creationof new solutions, though groups may faci-
-.

,
.

litate evaluation of alternatives. Groups have been thought to incur-
.

n process losseb" ehat make thedicision less effective-than the resourced

and ideal of the members would warrant (Rohrbaugh, 1979; 1981).

Managers would appear to.be ible to affect group processes more tlian'.

the Vroom and Yetton and the Stumpf et.'al. approaches.have specified.

Greups do.not necessarily have.to conform and stifle theressi66-.0 new

and opposing,ideas and information. Janis .1972) foundt ixoups that

seek concurrence ofOan make ineffective decisions whereas those that cha-
,

lleage present options' are able to arrive'dt useful decisions. Gioups
,
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that encourage open controversy may probe 1dea8.deep3a, share information,

and reach quality decisions.(Hall & Williams, 1970; Maier & Hoffman, 1964).

It appears controversy creates conceptual conflict in that a person confronts

two incompatible,ideas. Berlyne (1963, 1965) suggested that internal eon-

A
flict about which idea is more adequate stimulates epistemic curiousity _

and a search for more information to resolve the uncertainty. Tjosvold

and Johnson (1977, 1978) experimentally found that controversy resulted in

uncertainty, a search for informatidi about the other's position,and under-r.
A

standing of the reasoning behind the Other's opinion. Lack of controversy

created a false sense of understanding that masked actual ignorance.

$0,

Controversy can lead to exploration andrexchange of information that faci-

litotes effective decision making (Tjosvold & Deemer, 1980).

There are two major alternatives to controversy. The Tirst one is

concurience seeking in which the members,try to keep the discussion harmon-

ious and agreeable. The other alternative-is consensus seeking in which
;

the members are encouraged to speak their own opinions and to arrive At a

decision everyone can support. This study assmmes that consensus decision

making will be much like concurrence_fteeking when original positions'are apt

to be similar. It is-hypothesized ihat controversy creates more uncertaintY

about the.problems, a more thorough,analysis, and a higher quality decision

*an toacurrence seeking oF consensus.

- 2 .-
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Method

Participants

Seventy-eight voluhteers, recruited from buSiness administration

courses, agreed to participate in the experiment. Theywere randomly

-assigned to three conditions, 26 in each condition. They were given one

chance for a $30 lottery and course credit for participation in the study.

Procedures

Two participants and one confederate (posing as A participant) were

scheduled at each sessiol5i They were told that the study was designed to

.6,examine communication in decision ;liking. The instructions ihformed them

that they would take the role of either members.or the manager of the

Personnel Office of the Camile Office Supply Company. They were to make a

decision about whether the company should offer one of its secretaries,

Vivien Burns, a new position and whether they should encourage her to take

thia position. How they would make this decision depended upon the process-

their manager selected. The experimenter returned to answer questions And A

then a draw occurred that was irranged so that the'confederate was always

ohosen to be the manager. Then the participants were given the case study

(taken fkom Maier 1973,.p. 177);\ The manager then left the room to deter-

mine how the participants were to'make the decision.

The manager returned; told them they were to make the decisions as a.

group, and introduced the independent variable8.4 .In the concurrence seeking,

Owiditioa, 'the meaner indicated that their office has a historiin which
I
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persons discuss decieions in an agreeable, harmonious wg y, and that the

number of chances.they would earn fOr the $30 lottqy depended Upon'their

keeping their discussion agreeable and harmenious. They were given rules

that they should listen to each other and paraphrase each other's cominents,

and try to keep the discussion harmonious. For participants in the contro-

versy condition, the manager indicated that the'office has a history of

discussing decisiona in an open, conflictful manner and that they would

earn chances for the $30 lottery to the exteni they did discuss opposing

views openly. One subordinate was assigned to the position _t_bakyiven

should be promoted and encouraged to accept the promotion and the other the

position that she should not be promoted and should not.be.encouraged tci

seek the promotion. They were to discuis their opposi4 opinions, demon-

strate understanding of the other's positiOns, and then deop their assigned

positions and seek a decision botl could support. For participants in the

consensus condition, thk manager informed them that the personnel office has

a history of discussing decisions in which evalrone.expresses their own views

and that they would receive chiinces the lottery depending on how openly

they discussed their oWn views. They were given rules that indicated that

they should demonstrate their understanding of the other's positiont'and

reach a decision both could support.

)

The manager then asked the participants if,they had any questions, and

gave them time to prepare for the discussion., Once ready, they began. The

managee atthree set times reminded them Of the.decisions they were to meke

and the rules by which they were to reach these decisions. .After 25:minute8;

or when the participants indicated they were ready, the ianager had.them

C
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'coMPlete the decision form. Then the experimenter re-entered, separated -

them, and had them complete the post experimental questionnaire that had

the remaining dependent variables and induction check measures.

.Dependent Variables

There are three-sets of dependent variables in this study. The first

set measures epistemic curiousity. The participants indicated on 7 point

. 'scales the extent they felt informed about,the problem under discussion,

their understanding of it, and how well they believe they have examined

the problem. Participants who indicated they felt uninformed, not under-

standing, and had doubts were considered,to have epistemic curiousity.

During the discussion, the manager acted as an observer. The obser-

vation sheet indicated the skills Vivien Burns needed to perfom her present

job as documented in the case. The sheet also contained skills that Vivien

4
Burns would need to perform her new job successfully and whether she had

these AVMs, did not have them, or there was insufficient evidence to make-
.

a conclueion. The observer noted every time one of the group members correct-
,

,ly noted whether she had or did not 41ave a skill necessary for her present

or possible new job.

The Outcomes-of the decision were the quality of the decision, accep-

tance of it, and interpersonal attitudes. The Vivien Burns case describes

an appealing, hardworking woman who would seem to warrant promOtion.

However, a thorough examination reveals that the new job is not one that

really.fits-her abilities Or her needs. 'The,decisions not to offer her

'the poiition, and to discourage her from taking the position, were considered

- 5



as being.high quality. A high quality decision was scored as Land,a low

quality decision as 0. These 'were added toget'her for the,measure of the :

quality of the two decisions. The participants also indicated their acceP-
41!N S'

0

tante of the decisions by rating on 7 'point scale the confidence they had in
da,

them. They also rated on 7 point scales the extent they believed their !
,

. .

relationship with the other was cooperative, and their liking for their team

member'.

Confederates

Two male apd two female undergraduates served as-confederates., They

were given 12 hours of training in how to structure the three different
/

mothods.of mAking decisions. They were observed in a pilot study with fnur

participants and given feedback to insure their competette i filling their

role. Each confederate was uied in all three anditions.

4

Results
V

Analysis of variance was conducted on the induction checks and depeddent

measures and follow-up t tests were-used when-the-aeitlyeie-fila4if--ieignifi-

cant finding. Pieiicipants in the concurrence seeking.conditiOn rated on a

'7 point scale that their.manager discouraged them from expressing opposing

opinions (M3.21) compared-to particpants in the.Controversy (14a4.73) and

participants in the consensus (M4,84)'conditions (.1:(2,26).6..98,

Participants In the consensus condition rated that their manager encouraged
/ I

),

them to express their own views open.11). 0(44.92) cocapared to participants in

the controversy (14.4.08) and participants in- the conturrence seeking (Z4.3,46)

conditions (P(2,8)4.19, 2.<:05). These results indicats that tht eXperi-,-

mental conditions were treated. n--
a

a
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insert.table.i about hera.
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The,b4a1(Table I) indicate that participants'in the controversy
, .

-

condition were the most curious 'about the decision. 'They indicated4that
, / .

they flit leis well informed and that'ihey understood the .problem less

5,

well than di'd participants in the,consensus and concurrence seeking con-T

4.
-

ditions: sControversy parWitipantawere also less certaiiithat they-had

examined the problem- thoroughly than the participants in the other,condir
.00

tions.

uf

Observations of thp decision making *revealed difference's in the

thoroughness of examination of the pyoblem. The controversy condition

'participants were observed to correctly evaluate the skills Vivien Burns

-
had relevant to her,present job and also to evalgote correctly her skills

relevant to coppleting her new job ,fuccessfully than qui participants in
.

/
ths concurrence seeking and consedsus conditioA.

r /

Results indicatO no significant difference d4d to condition on the

measure of the quality'of decision. There was a significant difference in

4 i

the acceptance of the decision. -Consenaus participants rated that they felt
k

more confident about their deciOon than did those in the concUrrence seeking
4

and the controversy conditions. 'The conditions also affected interpersdnal

attitudes, Concurrence seeking pafticipants tboUghf that their relationship

with their team membOr was more cooperative thah participants in the other'

- 7 -
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. conditions and rated that they liked the team member more than did partici-.

:pants in the controversy condition. 1

.4-
... .

.
.

In addition to selecting who is to make the decision and what general'
. . . ,. ..

, process will be used, managers can affect the manner group members use:to-

Discussion

\

make a decisiOn and therebytheprocesies and outcomes of decision making.

Managers who structured controversy had.group members Who felt unEiciain

_

about their positions'and the problem. They evaluated the skills needed'

for the old job and the proposed job thoroughly. Groups whose managers

structured consensus or concurrence,eeking tended to feel Confldent about

<

their
e

knowledge, the decision itself, understanding, ansiodid not explore the

problem in muCh depth. ,However, the controversy partici:pants did not arrive
/ .

at a higher quality decision than did those in the other conditions.

\
Results'lend-Te support to;the idea that

1
feres with group decision making. Participants

concurrence seeking inter,-
.

in this condition ind4cated

that they'felt confident about theirknowledge.and decisions even tbOugh

they did not explore it in depth. They dAd come to like' ear:h.-other and to'

.

assume their relationships was cooperative. ConCurrence seeking appears to

be part of groupehink (Janis, _3972) that can promote relationships but.not

the decision making (capabilities of,the group.
i
Consensus decision making

,

did not have the same effects as controversy. Persons who ought to speak

-their own viewsand reach an acZord they could accept felt e ey understood

the issue and were'confident about Cheir decisions even though observations

indicate that they hadnot examinea the issue. earefully.

- 8
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Contrary to our hypothesis,' controversy- did not promote a:hliher quality
,

decision than concurrence seeking or tonsensus. Thie resUlt i especially

unexpected because controversy participants were observed to expiore the

problem in depth. A possible.explanation of this result is that controversy,

that it creates epistemic curiousitymarfacilitate a high quality

decision only when,the perSons involved have the opportunity to search for

, new information to satisfy their unCertainty. iParticipants in this stuO

,did not have the opportunity to ask more questionseor in other ways gather

more information (other than re-reading the case), tó:heIp them make the

decisions.

,

Results of this study are of course limited by its operations and

- . .

.

sample. Previous studies suggest that thete results have some generalize-
,

,

hility. Groupsrthft encourage'controversy haye'been found to feel untertain
-

A

4,4 Ana explbre issues.Opre deeply rather thanofiqmpthat they have the right

.1P A

a c * tek(N.t%.
pCAition (Maier,f497,,G; Tjosvold and DeemeT1-1980). This study suggests how

/

managers can struOre controversy through assigning different group members

opposing views and allowing them to defend eir assigned positions. This

controversy approich_4f4s seem to be a more reliable wa generate e

. .

ration of the problem thih just encouraging individuals to exprs: their
4* )

own positions. *mom and Yetten,(1973) have stated that when coA lict

among subordinates exists, the decision methods used should allow Inieraction

among the subordinates.- Results of this study indicate that group members

. who have conflicting opinions and encouraged controversy are more curious

the-priQ6 ana explore the problem in depth.

+41,
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Table 1

Decision Making Method

Concurrence
Seeking Controversy -Consensus

Feel Informed 5.93 5.15 5.92 3.69*

Understahd the "Problem 5.79 5.12 6.11 5.31**

Examination of Problem 5.64 5.04 6.11 7.29**

Present Job and Skills
Evaluated Z.92 4.95 3.38 7.27**

New Job and Skills
Evaluated

,

, 2..95 3.27 2 .08
i
3.46*

Quality of Decision '.67 .69 . -- .74. ' ns

:-

Acceptance of Recision 15.85 5.65 . 6.53 5.55** .

, *
Cooperative_Relationship 6.19 5.35 '5.27 4.71**

Liking 6.29, 5.58 5.96 3.58*

* p <.05

A
** p

,

- 1 0
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